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Teaching to the 
(Authentic) Test

Testing can once again serve teaching and learning 
if tests clarify and set intellectual standards.

P ractical alternatives and sound 
arguments now exist to make 
testing once again serve teaching 

and learning. Ironically, we should 
"teach to the test." The catch is to 
de.- , . and then teach to standard- 
setti'ig tests so that practicing for and 
taking the tests actually enhances 
rather than impedes education, and so 
that a criterion-referenced diploma 
makes externally mandated tests un- 
obtrustive—even unnecessary.

Setting Standards
If tests determine what teachers actu 
ally teach and what students will study 
for—and they do—then the road to 
reform is a straight but steep one: test 
those capacities and habits we think 
are essential, and test them in context. 
Make them replicate, within reason, 
the challenges at the heart of each 
academic discipline Let them be— 
authentic.

What are the actual performances 
that we want students to be good at. 
that represent model challenges? De 
sign them by department, by school, 
and by district—and worry about a 
fair, efficient, and objective method of 
grading them as a secondary problem 
Do we judge our students to be defi 
cient in writing, speaking, listening,
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artistic creation, research, thoughtful 
analysis, problem posing, and prob 
lem solving? Let the tests ask them to 
write, speak, listen, create, do original 
research, analyze, pose and solve 
problems.

Rather than seeing tests as after- 
the-fact devices for checking up on 
what students have learned, we should 
see them as instructional: the central 
vehicle for clarifying and setting intel 
lectual standards. The recital, debate, 
play, or game (and the criteria by 
which they are judged)—the "perfor 
mance 1 —is not a checkup, it is the 
heart of the matter, all coaches happily 
teach to it. We should design academic 
tests to be similarly standard setting, 
not merely standardized.

Reform of testing depends, how 
ever, on teachers' recognizing that 
standardized testing evolved and pro 
liferated because the school transcript 
became untrustworthy. An "A" in 
"English" means only that some adult 
thought the student s work was excel 
lent. Compared to what or whom? As 
determined by what criteria? In refer 
ence to what specific subject matter' 
The high school diploma, by remain 
ing tied to no standard other than 
credit accrual and seat time, provides 
no useful information about what stu 
dents have studied or what they can 
actually do with what was studied.

To regain control over both testing 
and instruction, schools need to re 
think their diploma requirements and 
grades. They need a clear set of appro 
priate and objective criteria, enabling 
both students and outsiders to know 
what counts, what is essential—what a 
school's standards really are. Until we 
specify what students must directly 
demonstrate to earn a diploma, they 
will continue to pass by meeting the 
de facto "standard" of being dutiful 
and persistent—irrespective of the 
quality of their work. And standard 
ized testmakers will continue to suc 
ceed in hawking simplistic norm-ref 
erenced tests to districts and states 
resigned to using them for lack of a 
better accountability scheme

Exhibitions of Mastery
The diploma should be awarded upon a 

successful final demonstration of mastery

The Rite of Passage Experience (R.O.P.E.) at WaWen III, 
Racine, Wisconsin

All seniors must complete a portfolio, a study project on U.S. history, and 15 oral 
and written presentations before a R.O.P.E committee composed of staff, students, 
and an outside adult. Nine of the presentations are based on the materials in the 
portfolio and the project; the remaining six are developed for presentation before the 
committee. All seniors must enroll in a yearlong course designed to help them meet 
these requirements.

The eight-part portfolio, developed in the first semester, is intended to be "a 
reflection and analysis of the senior's own life and times." The requirements include:

• a written autobiography,
• a reflection on work (including a resume),
• an essay on ethics,
• a written summary of coursework in science,
• an artistic product or a written report on art (including an essay on artistic 

standards used in judging artwork).
The project i s a research paper on a topic of the student's choosing in American 

history. The student is orally questioned on the paper in the presentations before the 
committee during the second semester.

The presentations include oral tests on the previous work, as well as six additional 
presentations on the essential subject areas and "personal proficiency" (life skills, 
setting and realizing personal goals, etc.). The presentations before the committee 
usually last an hour, with most students averaging about 6 separate appearances to 
complete all 15.

A diploma is awarded to those students passing 12 of the 15 presentations and 
meeting district requirements in math, government, reading, and English.

Note: This summary is paraphrased from both the R.O.P.E. Student Handbook and 
an earlier draft of Archibald and Newmann's (1988) Beyond Standardized Testing.

Fig. 1. An Example of a Final Exhibition

for graduation—an "Exhibition' .... As the 
diploma is awarded when earned, the 
school's program proceeds with no strict 
age grading and with no system of "credits 
earned" by time spent in class. The empha 
sis is on the students demonstration that 
they can do important things

—From the Prospectus of the Coalition 
of Essential ScrnxMs

The "exhibition of mastery," proposed 
by Ted Sizer in Horace's Compromise 
(1984) and a cornerstone of the "Es 
sential School," is one attempt to grap 
ple with these issues. The intent of the 
exhibitioas project is to help schools 
and districts design more authentic, en 
gaging, revealing, and trustworthy 
"tests" of a student s intellectual ability 

The reference to engagement is not 
incidental The exhibition of mastery 
was initially proposed as an antidote to 
student passivity and boredom, not 
merely as a more valid form of assess 
ment The idea is to capture the inter 
est value of an authentic test of one's

If tests determine 
what teachers 
actually teach and 
what students will 
study for—and they 
do—then test those 
capacities and habits 
we think are 
essential, and test 
them in context.
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ability, such as is often provided in 
schools by literary magazines, portfo 
lios, recitals, games, or debates. Thus, 
"any exhibition of mastery should be 
the students' opportunity to show off 
what they know and are able to do 
rather than a trial by question ."'

The exhibition of mastery, as the 
name implies, is meant to be more 
than a better test Like the thesis and 
oral exam in graduate school, it indi 
cates whether a student has earned a 
diploma, is ready to leave high 
school 2 The sch(x>l is designed "back 
wards" around these standard setting 
tests to ensure that teachers and stu 
dents alike understand their obliga 
tions and how their own efforts fit in a 
larger context Teachers "teach to the 
test" because the test is essential—and 
teacher designed.

But why institute a radically new 
form of assessment? Why not just im 
prove conventional teaching and 
course related tests? As the "Study of 
High Schools" documented, a major 
cause of the high sch(x>l's inadequa 
cies is the absence of direct teaching 
of the essential skills of inquiry and 
expression Even in "demanding 
schools, students often fail to learn 
how to learn The culprit is discipline 
based curriculums that lead to con 
tent based teaching and testing: the 
essential (cross-disciplinary) habits 
and skills of reading, writing, ques 
tioning, speaking, and listening fall 
through the cracks of typical content- 
focused syllabi and course credits; as 
indicated, for example, when teachers 
say "I teach English, not reading "

A required final public exhibition of 
know how ensures that those essen 
tials are taught and learned The final 
exit level exhibition reveals whether 
a would be graduate can demonstrate 
control over the skills of inquiry and 
expression and control over an intel 
lectual topic that approximates the 
expert s ability to use knowledge ef 
fectively and imaginatively. A final 
exhibition provides students with an 
occasion to make clear, if only per 
haps symbolically, that they are ready 
to graduate

An exhibition challenges students to 
show off not merely their knowledge 
but their initiative; not merelv their

The high school 
diploma, by 
remaining tied to no 
standard other than 
credit accrual and 
seat time, provides 
no useful 
information about 
what students have 
studied or what they 
can actually do with 
what was studied.

problem solving but their problem 
posing; not just their learning on cue, 
but their ability to judge and learti 
how to learn on an open-ended prob 
lem, often of their own design The 
experience thus typically focuses on 
the essential skills of "inquiry and 
expression—a synthesis that requires 
questioning, problem posing, prob 
lem solving, independent research.

the creation of a product or perfor 
mance, and a public demonstration of 
mastery Significantly, there is often a 
component calling for self-reflection 
and analysis of what one has under 
gone and learned

Thus, a final e.\f.->ibition is a misno 
mer in an important sense Many Coa 
lition schools provide a semester- or 
yearlong course, an adult adviser, and 
a committee to ensure that a student 
has adequate guidance, evaluation, 
and incentive (see fig 1 for an exam 
ple of a final exhibition from a Coali 
tion school) The exhibition of mas 
tery is as much a process as a final 
product, if not more so. The process of 
choosing topics, advisers, and commit 
tees and refining one's ideas and skills 
is a yearlong exercise in understand 
ing and internalizing standards.

A similar approach to a diploma at 
the college level has been used sue 
cessfully at Alverno College, Milwau 
kee. Wisconsin, for over a decade.3 
Assessment is a central experience, 
with coursework a means to a set of 
known ends: students must achieve 
mastery in the following eight general 
areas, with their progress in each area 
being charted on a multistaged scale:

1 effective communication ability.
2. analytic capability,
3 problem-solving ability,
4 valuing in a decision-making

context,
5. effective social interaction, 
6 taking responsibility for the

global environment, 
T effective citizenship. 
8 aesthetic responsiveness.

Performances: Better 
Classroom Tests
Course-specific tests also have glaring 
weaknesses, not only because they are 
often too low level and content heavy 
They are rarely designed to be authen 
tic tests of intellectual ability; as with 
standardized tests, teacher-designed fi 
nals are usually intended to be quickly 
read and scored

It seems wise, then, to talk about a 
move toward more intellectual perfor 
mances in course bound testing as a 
way of stressing the need to make tests 
more central, authentic, and engag 
ing—as in the arts and athletics (The
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An Oral History Project for 9th Graders

To the student:
You must complete an oral history based on interviews and written sources and 

then present your findings orally in class. The choice of subject matter is up to you. 
Some examples of possible topics include: your family, running a small business, 
substance abuse, a labor union, teenage parents, and recent immigrants.

Create three workable hypotheses based on your preliminary investigations and 
four questions you will ask to test out each hypothesis.

Criteria for Evaluation of Oral History Project

To the teacher:
Did student investigate three hypotheses? 
Did student describe at least one change over time? 
Did student demonstrate that he or she had done background research? 
Were the four people selected for the interviews appropriate sources? 
Did student prepare at least four questions in advance, related to each hypothesis? 
Were those questions leading or biased?
Were follow-up questions asked where possible, based on answers? 
Did student note important differences between "fact" and "opinion" in answers? 
Did student use evidence to prove the ultimate best hypothesis? 
Did student exhibit organization in writing and presentation to class?

Note: This example is courtesy of Albin Moser, Hope High School, Providence, Rhode 
Island. To obtain a thorough account of a performance-based history course, including the 
lessons used and pitfalls encountered, write to Dave Kobrin, Brown University, Education 
Department, Providence, Rl 02912.

Fig. 2. An Example of a Test of Performance

term exhibitions would be reserved 
for those culminating graduation-level 
exercises designed to assess ability in 
the essentials underlying all course- 
work required for graduation.)

Designing performances implies a 
very different approach to standard 
setting than is implied by typical crite 
rion-referenced tests or outcome- 
based views of mastery, though the 
instincts behind the designs are simi 
lar. Performances would ideally em 
body and eifjke desired outcomes in 
authentic contexts. Too often, specify 
ing only outcomes leads to tests that 
atomize and decontextualize knowl 
edge: the testmaker designs a set of 
isolated pat exercises designed to 
elicit each desired outcome Genuine 
tests of ability rarely provide such bla 
tant cues and simple recall; they re 
quire us to have a repertoire, the 
judgment and skill to "put it all to 
gether" in one central challenge, re 
peatedly tried, (imagine the assess 
ment of music ability in a series of 
little exercises tried once, rather than 
through practice and performance of a 
complete piece in recitals )

In sum, the goals behind the exhi 
bition of mastery and the performance 
are to design standard-setting tests that 
provide more direct evidence of a stu- 
dents intellectual ability, design tests 
that are thus able to stand by themselves 
as objective results; design more au 
thentic intellectual challenges at the

Reform of testing 
depends on 
teachers' 
recognizing that 
standardized testing 
evolved and 
proliferated because 
die school transcript 
became 
untrustworthy.

heart of a discipline, and design tests 
that are more likely to engage students 
and motivate them to raise their own 
intellectual standards to do well on 
them (See rig 2 for an example of a 
performance that illustrates and illumi 
nates these design standards.)

Toward More Authentic Tests
Exhibitions and performances sound 
fine on a sch(x>lwide basis, you say, 
but districtwide or statewide'' Isn't that 
t<x> costly and cumbersome? I contend 
that the supposed impracticaliry and/ 
or expense of designing such tests on 
a wide scale is a habit of thinking, not 
a fact. The United States is the only 
major country that relies so heavily on 
norm-referenced, short-answer tests 
instead of performance- and/or class- 
r<x>m based assessment on a national 
level In addition, a national commit 
tee on assessment in Great Britain has 
called for an exemplary system requir 
ing flexible, criterion-referenced, and 
performance-based tests. 4 Many of the 
tests would be created by classr<x>m 
teachers, who would be part of the 
standardizing pnxress through "mod 
erating meetings to compare and bal 
ance results on their own and national 
tests.

In the U.S., more authentic skill as 
sessment can now be found in various 
districts and states due, in pan, to the 
work in writing assessment by the Na 
tional Writing Project and its state off* 
shools (such as the California CAP writ 
ing test), and the American Council on 
the Teaching of Foreign Languages in 
the assessment of foreign language pro 
hciency Some states, such as Connecti 
cut, have already designed and piloted 
performance based assessment using 
ACTFL tests and criteria. In addition, 
they have piltxed hands-on tests in 
graphics, small engines, and science. 
Vermont has proposed a statewide as 
sessment system in writing and mathe 
matics that would be portfolio based 
and teacher assessed.

We already have a national exam 
ple in science: the 1987 NAEP pilot 
"Higher Order Thinking Science 
Test," which includes some (though 
ux) few) hands-on experiments One 
example:

Students arc given a sample of three 
different materials and an open box The
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A. Structure and Logistics

1. Are more appropriately public; involve an audience, a panel, and so on.
2. Do not rely on unrealistic and arbitrary time constraints.
3. Offer known, not secret, questions or tasks.
4. Are more like portfolios or a season of games (not one-shot).
5. Require some collaboration with others.
6. Recur and are worth practicing for, rehearsing, and retaking.
7. Make assessment and feedback to students so central that school schedules, 

structures, and policies are modified to support them.

B. Intellectual Design Features

1. Are "essential" not needlessly intrusive, arbitrary, or contrived to "shake 
out" a grade.

2. Are "enabling" constructed to point the student toward more sophisticated 
use of the skills or knowledge.

3. Are contextualized, complex intellectual challenges, not "atomized" tasks, 
corresponding to isolated "outcomes."

4. Involve the student's own research or use of knowledge, for which "content" 
is a means.

5. Assess student habits and repertoires, not mere recall or plug-in skills.
6. Are representative challenges designed to emphasize depth more than 

breadth.
7. Are engaging and educational.
8. Involve somewhat ambiguous ("ill-structured") tasks or problems.

C. Grading and Scoring Standards

1. Involve criteria that assess essentials, not easily counted (but relatively unim 
portant) errors.

2. Are not graded on a "curve" but in reference to performance standards 
(criterion-referenced, not norm-referenced).

3. Involve demystified criteria of success that appear to students as inherent in 
successful activity.

4. Make self-assessment a part of the assessment
5. Use a multifaceted scoring system instead of one aggregate grade.
6. Exhibit harmony with shared schoolwide aims a standard.

D. Fairness and Equity

1. Ferret out and identify (perhaps hidden) strengths.
2. Strike a constantly examined balance between honoring achievement and 

native skill or fortunate prior training.
3. Minimize needless, unfair, and demoralizing comparisons.
4. Allow appropriate room for student learning styles, aptitudes, and interests.
5. Can be should be attempted by all students, with the test "scaffolded up," 

not "dumbed down," as necessary.
6. Reverse typical test-design procedures: they make "accountability" serve 

student teaming (Attention is primarily paid to "face" and "ecological" validity of 
tests). 1

1. Thanks to Ted Sizer, Art Powell, Fred Newmann, and Doug Archbald; and the work of 
Peter Elbow and Robert Glaser for some of these criteria. A more thorough account of them will 
appear in an upcoming issue of Pfii Delta Kappan ( in press).

Fig. 3. Characteristics of Authentic Tests

samples differ in size, shape, and weight 
The students are asked to determine 
whether the box would weigh the most 
(and least) if it were completely filled with 
material A, B. or C There are a variety of 
possible approaches NAEP administra 
tors used detailed checklists to record each 
student's procedures and strategies-''

NAEP borrowed most of its experi 
ments from the British Assessment of 
Performance Unit tasks, which have 
been used (and reliably scored) in

Great Britain for a decade in reading, 
speaking, listening, math, and science 

Genuine tests can be widely imple 
mented if we can overcome inertia 
and fatalism about current forms of 
standardized testing Authentic, per 
formance-based tes "g is a reality, not 
a romantic vision. Th^re is also ample 
room for more intelligent design and 
use of conventional norm-referenced 
standardized tests 6

The state of Connecticut has devel 
oped a "Common Core of Learning," 
which lists objectives and criteria in all 
essential domains Performance-based 
tests, built around criteria specified by 
experts in each field and involving 
tests administered by trained observ 
ers, are to be designed to honor those 
aims

There are even standardized tests 
worth noting ACT has developed a 
wide-ranging multimedia test of 
"general education knowledge and 
skills" called COMP. designed for col 
leges but easily adaptable to the high 
school level. The test uses an repro 
ductions and audiotapes of news pro 
grams, for example, in testing writing 
and listening skills On other items, 
students draft letters on different top 
ics. There is even allowance for the 
student to respond orally on tape to a 
few test questions The test takes six 
hours to administer, covers all the 
essential skills of inquire and expres 
sion, and includes a 54-question self- 
assessment about one s patterns of ac 
tivity related to each competency

In sum, authentic tests have four 
basic characteristics in common First, 
they are designed to be truly repre 
sentative of performance in the field; 
only then are the problems of scoring 
reliability and logistics of testing con 
sidered Second, far greater attention 
is paid to the teaching and learning of 
the criteria to be used in the assess 
ment. Third, self-assessment plays a 
much greater role than in conven 
tional testing And, fourth, the stu 
dents are often expected to present 
their work and defend themselves 
publicly ard orally to ensure that their 
apparent mastery is genuine. (See fig. 
3 for a more thorough list of charac 
teristics of authentic tests.)

Toward a Performance- 
Based Diploma
The diploma by exhibition implies 
radically different standards for gradu 
ation Instead of seat time or the mere 
accrual of Carnegie units, the diploma 
is performance based and criterion 
referenced. We may not be reach- for 
the demise of age grading and social 
promotion; but if the harm done by 
standardized testing is to be undone, 
we need to redesign schools "back-
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wards" around graduation-level stan 
dards of performance

The performances and exhibitions 
should be designed prior to instruc 
tion, thus setting the school's stan 
dards in functional, not merely ab 
stract and idealized, terms. Seeing 
them as add-ons to the traditional cur 
riculum is to miss the point. How must 
the school be redesigned to support 
exhibitions or any form of exit-level 
standards? This should be the question 
behind "restructuring" and the source 
of vigorous debate among faculties 
and school board members. Design-

An "A" in "English" 
means only that 
some adult thought 
the student's work 
was excellent. 
Compared to what 
or whom? As 
determined by 
what criteria? In 
reference to what 
specific subject 
matter?

ing and institutionalizing exhibitions 
would better ensure, in other words, 
that the school had clear, coherent, 
and effective standards Knowing the 
desired student abilities and work 
standards, as embodied in culminating 
performances and scoring criteria, 
would force key issues of policy: how 
will time, space, personnel, and other 
resources be best spent to ensure that 
diploma standards are met?

To talk with disdain of "teaching to 
the test" is to misunderstand how we 
learn. The test is the point of lever 
age—for learning and for reform. The 
issue is the integrity of the test: the 
genuineness, effectiveness, and apt 

ness of the challenge. The finals (and 
the criteria by which they are graded) 
set the standards of acceptable work in 
a course and a school—irrespective of 
noble language in school district re 
ports or teacher intentions as reflected 
in syllabi. Legitimate and effective as 
sessment is as simple(!) as ensuring 
that tests, grades, diploma require 
ments, and the structures and policies 
of the schools practice what we preach 
as essential. If we so honor our pro 
fessed aims, the problems associated 
with standardized testing will take care 
of themselves.D

1. From Horace's Compromise ( Sizer 
1984), p. 68.

2. This (final) exhibition is patterned 
after the 18th century model of a public 
display of one's ability to engage in dispu 
tation: " candidates for degrees ex 
pected to be academically tested at Com 
mencement itself Bachelor of Arts 
candidates prepared theses or topics on 
which they could be quizzed, and candi 
dates for the Master of Arts submitted 
questions they were ready to defend. Titles 
of theses and questions were printed in 
advance and handed out at Commence 
ment, and visitors often took the opportu 
nity of challenging the candidates on their 
knowledge" (from the Harvard University 
Commencement program)

3 See the booklet Assessment at Alvemo 
College, available from the college For a 
history and an analysis of Alverno's pro 
gram (as well as a general discussion of 
competency-based higher education), see 
On Competency (Grant, Elbow et al. 1979)

4. National Curriculum: Task Group on 
Assessment and Testing: A Report Available 
from the Department of Education and 
Science (1988) This is a landmark docu 
ment, outlining in readable prose a plan 
for intelligent and humane assessment

5 From Learning By Doing ( Educa 
tional Testing Service 1987)

6 See the excellent article by Dan Ko- 
retz of the RAND Corporation in the Sum 
mer 1988 issue of American Educator, 
which sums up the current controversy 
about norm-referenced state testing (the 
"Lake Wobegon effect" of each state being 
above average) and provides a useful set of 
guidelines for assessing assessment

7 At Alverno, self-assessment is often 
the first level of proficiency Thus, in the 
speaking requirement, students must give 
a five-minute videotaped talk—with the 
first evaluations given on the student's

self-assessment after watching the video 
tape
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THE PERFECT COMBINATION!! 

A Touch of History with a Twist of Hunter

DR. HUNTER RETURNS FOR THE 
SIXTH CONSECUTIVE SUMMER

LEVEL ONE
—ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INSTRUCTION- 

JULY 8-12

LEVEL TWO
•CLINICAL SUPERVISION- 

JULY 13-16

VERY REASONABLE REGISTRATION RATES 
Come and Enjoy •••• •

• COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG—
• YORKTOWN—
• JAMESTOWN—

"THE HISTORIC TRIANGLE"

INSTITUTE REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
Write to: Joseph V. Grebb

Institute Director
P.O. BOX 179
Williamsburg, VA 23187-0179 

or Call: (804) 253-6783

SPONSORED BY:
Williamsburg — James City County Public Schools 

JOHN E. ALLEN — Superintendent
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